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Why use mobile?

✵ Ease of use

✵ Spontaneity

✵ Creativity

✵ The camera
that’s 
always in 
your pocket



It’s the camera that’s always with 
you... It just happens to also

take phone calls.



Match your expectations (and your 
skills) to the camera in your hand, and 

the world is full of amazing possibilities.

Adjust your expectations, and your smart phone is a wondrous tool. It cannot deliver the same results as a DSLR. The 
files and resolution are much higher in a DSLR. The files from your mobile device are perfectly capable of printing at 
least as large as 8x10. So many Apps, so little time. So much cool.



A visual diary wherever you are... 



Let your creativity soar...

The mobile device has 
democratised (and 
equalised) the
editing process. A 
complicated and 
expensive program
is no longer required in 
order to apply creative 
edits to your images. 
There is an app for 
that!



✵ 250,000 images are uploaded to Facebook every minute;
300 million images per day

✵ Instagram claims 20 billion total with over 58 million/day

✵ Flickr has a total of 90 million; 3.5 million/day

✵ The new kid on the block, Snapchat, over 700 million images
uploaded per day

It’s an Image Saturated Universe



Most Important Point #1
It is Still Photography!

It is not the camera that makes it art. Whether it is a Nikon, 
or a Canon, or a mobile phone, all cameras are simply 

tools. And YOU control that tool with your vision.



Most Important Point #2
It is not a DSLR

✵ It has a very small sensor; this has important implications.

✵ Learn its capabilities. Know its limitations.

✵ There will be noise. Don’t stress the small stuff.

✵ Apps are your new BFF. Right after the phone, itself.

Do not expect it to be a DSLR. Or even a Point and Shoot. It is its own creature, with it’s own characteristics. Learn 
how to control and exploit those characteristics. There are many issues specific to mobile photography. Knowledge is 
your friend. Apps are your best friend.



The Home Screen

This is my Home Screen. Apps are organised in a way that makes most sense to me. Many people don’t realise that 
you can also change the apps in your Dock (the 4 at the bottom of the screen). The cameras that are used the most 
often are on the Home Screen. Other camera (shooting) apps are in their own folder(s).



So Many Wondrous Apps 

✵ You will need to create an iTunes account before you can purchase 
and download apps.

✵ Be certain that you are purchasing the correct app. Popular apps 
have spawned clones and look-alikes.

✵ Some apps are offered in different versions for Apple, Android and 
tablets. Be sure you are purchasing the one you want. Always check 
the resolution capabilities.

✵ If an app starts to behave strangely, try deleting it and reinstalling 
from the iTunes store. (You will not be charged.)



Managing and Organizing your Apps

You can organise your apps 
in any way that makes 
sense to you. Most 
important is to find an 
organisation that works for 
you. And then use it!

You can move and organise your apps in any way that makes 
sense to you. All of the rest of the camera apps and the processing 
apps are in folders on the second screen. Nothing else is on that 
screen except shooting and processing apps. Snapseed and 
PhotoMgrPro are pulled out because they are used more often. 



Tap and press on icon They will all jiggle

Home Screen.
To move apps, hold down until they start to jiggle. Can then tap the x to delete or move from one screen to the next.



✵ Press and drag an icon to
move around on screen. Or
slide to edge of screen to
move to previous or next
page.

✵ Tap the 'x' to delete the App
from your phone.

To move apps, hold down until they start to jiggle. Can then 
tap the x to delete or move from one screen to the next.



Have most photo apps on one page, and 
arranged into folders.



You can have multiple pages in each folder.



organise apps into folders according to 
function/purpose.



✵ To make a folder,
press icon and hold
until jiggly, and then
drop one App on top
of another. Folder will
appear with option for
naming.

✵ To add additional 
apps to the folder, 
grab the icon and 
drag and drop into the 
folder.



✵ All apps remain open in
the background until they
are manually closed.

✵ To quickly return to an
app, double tap on the
Home button, and then
scroll to select and tap
theapp to reopen it.



✵ It is important to routinely
close all open apps to
conserve both memory and 
battery power.

✵ Double tap on the Home
button, select the app to
close, and then swipe up to 
remove and close the app.

Nothing will drain battery faster than having a ton of apps 
open in the background. It is a good habit to try to 
remember to close everything at the end of the day. If 
apps start crashing and closing, especially Safari, this is 
often a signal that there are too many apps open in the 
background.

Also other battery saving tips for in the field > Turn off 
Location Services. Turn off Background App Refresh.



Managing and Organizing your Images

The Camera Roll is the
iPhone’s gallery of images.
All photographs taken by the 
Native Camera are 
automatically saved to the 
Camera Roll. 

The photos are organised into 
two main categories, Photos
and Albums.



Recommended Settings

Recommended settings
for Photos and Camera in iOS8

iCloud Photo Library OFF
Photo Stream ON
Upload Burst Photos OFF
iCloud Photo Sharing ON



Within the Photos, are organised by Moments, Collections, and Years.



Tap the albums icon 
to access all of the 
image albums on the 
iPhone.



From the Albums 
screen, select All 
Photos, and then tap 
to select an image. 



Tap again to view on black Scroll to view all 
images on black



To select multiple 
images at a time, 
tap Select, then 
tap the images.



Five images are 
selected.



Once images are 
selected, can then delete 
(trash can), add to an 
album, or tap lower left 
icon for sharing options.



Tap Add To, then select 
Album. 

Images stored in the iPhone
Albums, are not duplicates, 
but thumbnails of the originals 
in the Camera Roll. If you 
delete the images from your 
Camera Roll, they will also be 
deleted from the Album. If they 
are deleted from the Album, 
they will NOT be deleted from 
the Camera Roll.



To make a new album,
tap the New Album at
bottom of list.

Some apps will automatically create their own albums, 
and images saved to the Camera Roll will also be placed 
in the appropriate album. This can be disabled in the 
Settings menu.



Name the album 
and tap Save.



In iOS9, can also now quickly add an image to a Favorites Album simply by tapping the heart. If the heart is solid blue, it 
tells you that image is also in the Favorites Album.



Images add to the 
Favorites Album



To delete an album, tap Edit, and then the – icon.
(Note that with iOS8, can no longer move the order of the albums.)



There is also one more 
new album since iOS8, 
the Recently Deleted.
All deleted images are 
now placed in this 
Album. You may delete
them at any time or they 
will automatically be
deleted after 30 days.



In the Recently 
Deleted album there 
will be a notice of 
how many days 
before each image 
will automatically be 
deleted.



Workflow... Finding the Flow

✵ The most important thing about Workflow . . 
Get One!! And stick with it.

✵ Back up! Back up! Back up!
This is your new mantra.

✵ The Camera Roll is not
meant to be permanent
storage for your images.

✵ Move your images to your
computer and external
hard drives for archiving.



Transferring Images and Back Up

✵ There are many different options for transferring and
backing up. But do it!!

✵ A very convenient way to transfer between Apple 
devices is AirDrop.

✵ Using the iCloud (NOT iCloud Drive) and enabling
Photostream will transfer all of your images to iCloud, and
then to your computer and devices via the Photostream.

✵ Use an app such as PhotoTransfer or PhotoSync, which
can transfer images using WiFi or Bluetooth.



Sharing and AirDrop

Tap the sharing icon

Select one or more images in the Camera Roll. 
The sharing icon can be accessed through either the single image screen, or from the multiple Select screen.



From there, select from
options menu, 
including AirDrop, 
Message, Mail,
Photo Sharing, or
share to Twitter or 
Facebook.



For AirDrop, tap the AirDrop symbol



To initiate AirDrop, go 
to Notifications Panel, 
and select AirDrop to 
turn it on.

I suggest turning it off when you are finished, as it uses Bluetooth to make the transfer, and leaving Bluetooth on 
indefinitely is a battery drain.



Tap here

You can transfer single or multiple images.



The Photo Stream
✵ Think of the Photo Stream as a river of images that

automatically flows from your iPhone or iPad to the 
iCloud.

✵ From the iCloud, your images are “pushed” or flow via 
the Photo Stream back to your devices or to your 
computer.

✵ The Photo Stream is NOT permanent storage, but a
convenient method to move images between an iPhone 
and an iPad and to your computer.

If you are using a PC, will need to download the iCloud panel for the PC from adobe.com
The Photo Stream is very confusing for many would-be users. Here is a link to the Adobe Whitepaper. It may be especially 
helpful to print out the Apple White Paper on the Photo Stream for students. http://support.apple.com/kb/ht4486





✵ Images are stored for a maximum of 30 days in the 
iCloud. After that time they are deleted from your Photo 
Stream.

✵ No more than 1000 images are available at any time in 
the Photo Stream. After 1000 images, the oldest images 
will be deleted as new ones are added.

✵ You will need an iCloud account before turning on Photo
Stream in your Settings.

The Photo Stream



The Photo Stream

✵ Images downloaded to your computer via Photo Stream
are at full resolution.

✵ Images pushed via the Photo Stream to an iPhone or an
iPad are at a reduced resolution. When editing, be certain
you are working on the original, and not an image from the 
Photo Stream. 

✵ Set your iCloud preferences on the desktop to
automatically import images into the My Photo Stream 
folder on your hard drive. 



Two places to enable the Photo Stream:
Settings > iCloud > Photos > My Photo Stream

Settings > Photos & Camera > My Photo Stream
http://support.apple.com/kb/ht4486



Photo Sharing
✵ Photo Sharing is not the same thing as the Photo

Stream. It was introduced in iOS7 and replaces the
“Shared Photo Streams.”

✵ Photo Sharing is Apple’s response
to Instagram. Set up one or multiple
“shared streams” and invite other
people/groups to both view and
contribute images.

✵ Each shared Photo Stream can hold
a maximum of 5000 images with no
time limit.

For more information: https://www.apple.com/icloud/icloud-photo-sharing.html



Transferring Images Using an App
✵ Can transfer between devices (via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth) 

or to computer (via Wi-Fi).

✵ Will transfer in full resolution with all EXIF data.

✵ Two best apps are Photo Transfer and PhotoSync.



Install app on devices and computer. Can then
transfer full resolution in all directions on same

Wi-Fi network or via Bluetooth.

Photo Transfer App

http://www.phototransferapp.com/
This is the app I use all the time. I love it. It is simple to use, but not quite as powerful as PhotoSync. Can also transfer 
between devices using Bluetooth.



PhotoSync

✵ Very robust and powerful app. More
so than Photo Transfer.

✵ Transfer in full resolution with all
metadata to and from computer,
between devices, and to cloud 
services such as Dropbox or Box.

✵ Auto-transfer images from the
camera roll to a pre-defined target;
basically a replacement for the Photo
Stream. Without the limitations.

http://www.photosync-app.com/photosync/en/home.html The last item may be important for PC users as the Photo Stream 
can sometimes be quite cranky on a PC. Using PhotoSync can be a great workaround for PC users instead of relying on 
the Photo Stream.



Options for Better Organizing

✵ Difficult to organise images using the Camera Roll as 
any photos placed in Albums must also stay in
Camera Roll.

✵ So... use an app designed specifically to organise
images.

✵ Excellent choice is PhotoManager Pro. Will organise, 
as well as transfer and share. Is best at organizing.

http://www.linkusnow.com/photomanager/index.php



PhotoManager Pro

✵ Allows for complete organisation of
images via folder trees with
subfolders.

✵ Images are imported into PMP at full
resolution with all metadata.

✵ After importing into PhotoManager
Pro, images can be deleted from the 
Camera Roll. They can then be
exported back to the Camera Roll as 
needed for editing.



PhotoManager Pro



Oh, you wanted to take a picture?
Well, there’s an App for that!



Basic Mobile Picture Taking Tips:

✵ It matters how you hold it. Be steady.

✵ Can use the volume up button as a shutter release.
Likewise, the volume up control on the headphones.

✵ Zoom with your feet. Don’t use the digital zoom unless
it’s the only way you can get a once-in-a-lifetime shot.
Turn it off when you can so you’re not tempted.

✵ Using the iPhone flash is generally a bad idea. Only in
desperation. And then, take one with, one without.



The Native Camera

✵ The iSight camera in the iPhone 5, 5S, and 6(+) is 8MP.

✵ With iOS8, now offers square format as well as 4:3, Time-
lapse, Video, and Panorama capabilities. The 5S and 6 
also offer Slo-Mo.

✵ iPhone 5s and above have a
Burst Mode.

✵ Has an HDR mode.

HDR mode can now be set to Automatic. But is not a good idea when photographing moving objects.



Swipe from bottom up 
for Control Center and
to quickly get to camera.



Or tap camera on 
Home Screen. Can 
place anywhere 
convenient or even in 
the dock at bottom.



Swipe left and right to change from Time-Lapse to
Slo-Mo to Video to Photo to Square to Pano.

Time-Lapse and Slow-Mo will only be available on an
iPhone 5s or above.



Tap HDR to toggle 
HDR on or off.

Or for Automatic.

Tap to focus. Box
will appear at focus 
point. Hold to lock 

focus and exposure.

Tap to focus. Hold to lock focus and exposure. It is possible to set HDR to automatic. But would only set this for static 
subjects. Apple claims that you won’t get ghosting with moving subjects, but . . . If HDR is on, camera will take two or three 
pictures in rapid succession, at different exposures, and automatically merge them. Can choose to save Original as well as 
HDR in Settings. This is a good idea, as occasionally, Original is better.



Exposure Compensation

The camera in iOS8 has 
added an exposure
compensation slider.
Touch the sun icon and
slide up to increase the
exposure, and down to
decrease.

Many other camera apps were also redesigned to take advantage of the added controls available in iOS8, which includes 
exposure compensation, focus tweaking, white balance control, etc. Some more advanced apps will also allow for selection 
of shutter speed and ISO.



Can shoot in either Portrait or Landscape Mode.

Press button to take picture. Holding down the
button will take a burst of photos. Try it!

Holding down the button for more than a fraction of a second will move into Burst Mode on a 5s and above. Volume + 
button will also activate burst mode. Also get Burst Mode on <5s, but not quite the same. Not as many/second, and doesn’t 
offer you choices. Captures 10 images/second. But not always what you want, especially if you were used to iOS6 press, 
hold, and release. Get Burst Mode when you didn’t intend it. Then will need to expand Burst stack and choose favorites in 
order to permanently save to Camera Roll.



Tap the self-timer 
for time options.



For the best results, move
the phone on an axis around
a nodal point, instead of 
swinging your body.



Now that you know how the 
iPhone camera works,

it’s time to create something!
- Good Luck from the Team at Camera House

For more tips on photography head to www.camerahouse.com.au/blog
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